Southampton Writers Speak kicks off series with lit wit David Rakoff

Panel discussion with Brigid Hughes (A Public Space), Caitlin Roper (Paris Review), Rob Spillman (Tin House) and Lou Ann Walker (The Southampton Review)

Daniel Menaker gives a good talk as we celebrate his latest book, A Good Talk

The Southampton Review’s latest issue launches in NYC (by invitation only to members of the Stony Brook Southampton MFA community)

Richard Panek discusses writing science for the non-specialist

Biographer and journalist Neal Gabler reads new work

Elizabeth Benedict, novelist and editor of Mentors, Muses & Monsters: 30 Writers on the People Who Changed Their Lives, reads from the anthology

An evening with playwrights Lanford Wilson and Jules Feiffer in conversation

Emerging Poets: Alexandra Van de Kamp, John Rybicki, Thomas Healey read from their shiny new books

Emerging Poets: Alexandra Van de Kamp, John Rybicki, Thomas Healey visit Southampton

MFA Students & Alumni reading

7:00 pm • Free & Open to the public
Southampton: Chancellors Hall, 239 Montauk Highway, Southampton
Manhattan: 401 Park Avenue South, 2nd Floor, Manhattan
INFORMATION: www.stonybrook.edu/mfa or call 631-632-5030
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